
Session/Game: Fistful of Lead 2  Date: November 6, 2016 
 
Fistful of Lead:  Episode 2:  And no one even bothered about the cows 
 
 
SCENARIO:  Rustlers in Bushwhack Canyon 
 
RED HOOCH GANG—7 figures ==Dave Nelson 
Riflemen:  Red Tom, Blue Tom, Mountain Tom 
Pistol men: Dapper Bill, Sloppy Bill, Old Cookie Swanson 
Melee Guy: Crazy Bill 
DUSTY RICHARDS GANG---5 figures  (all Riflemen) ==Jason Liebert 
Dusty Richards, Mexican Richards, Pointy Richards, Brown Trousers Richards and Red 
Richards 
 
Set-Up:   The Dusty Richards Gang were all mounted and were herding 9 cattle.  They 
were all inside Bushwhack Canyon, between the river and the rim.   They needed to 
move their cattle to the ranch outside of the canyon.   The Red Hooch Gang were set to 
ambush them and rustle the cattle.   The Hooch riflemen were on the canyon rim 
overlooking the gang, the remaining 4 gang members were outside the canyon waiting 
for the cattle to be driven out, where they could use their pistols in the narrow exit. 
  
Summary of Action:   Red Tom, Blue Tom and Mountain Tom engaged in a long rifle 
battle with the Dusty Richards riders, with both sides taking wounds.   They managed to 
gun down Red Richards and Dusty Richards when each of the pair in turn road up the 
path to the top of the rim and were subject to close range fire from all three. 
 Dapper Bill gave up waiting and tried to run up along the river to help the Toms 
on the hill, but the Richards gunned him down.   Crazy Bill and Old Cookie Swanson 
followed soon after, although they had some serious trouble getting across the river.   
Sloppy Bill first climbed to the far rim of the canyon, then climbed back down, and then 
followed the rest of them over. 
 Old Cookie was gunned down, but Crazy Bill crossed the river and messed up 
Pointy Bill hand-to-hand before being shot down.  Finally the remaining 2 Richards were 
shot to pieces by the riflemen on the canyon rim, and the battle was over, with none of 
the cows moving an inch at all. 
 
Casualty Report: 
Red Hooch: Dapper Bill will miss 1 session.   Crazy Bill will miss one session and will 
come back with 1 wound.  He rest will recover and be ready to go. 
Dusty Richards:  Pointy Richard was killed,  Mexican Richards will miss 1 session and 
has become a drunk, beginning each session with 1 wound.  The rest will recover and 
be ready to go next session. 
 



 
 
COWS IN BUSHWHACK CANYON (Above) 
 
MOUNTAIN TOM AND BLUE TOM PREPARE THE AMBUSH (Below) 

 
 


